Kansas State University Faculty Senate
Faculty Senate Committee on Technology
Minutes
March 6th, 2018
3:30 p.m. – Room 2138 of the Business Building

Attended: Scott Finkeldei, Lisa Shappe, Michael Raine, Don Crawford, Ryan Thiele, Ryan Otto, Robert Hachiya

- Top Hat – Scott Finkeldei
  - Student response/polling is a often requested service and K-State supports several solutions and instructors across campus use many others, free or otherwise. Top Hat is the most recent and one option that is available for instructor to use. In response to input and questions and to help ensure clarity for faculty and staff on classroom response solutions, ITS will provide a web page with an overview of options and details on selecting and using these kinds of tools for the Fall 2018 term.

- Multi-Factor Authentication – Rob Caffey
  - In an effort to keep our personal data secure at K-State and stop the many attempts at phishing scams from actually working, ITS and HCS have been piloting a Multi-Factor Authentication program called Duo Mobile. The pilot began in January with a small group of the pilot team members and IT Directors and has slowly expanded as they continue to try new employee types like Helpdesk and 50 privileged HRIS users. The groups will continue to expand. One the pilot is complete, they will present the pilot data to ITS Leadership and make recommendations regarding expanding the use of Duo for multi-factor authentication. The pilot has been going very well, so the early conclusion is that this will be the application we proceed with.

- Data Access Letter – Rob Caffey
  - FSCOT received a draft Data Access letter. We are waiting on the final draft to share with Faculty Senate.